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he sport of Ultimate was first conceived in 1968. Though it took more than a year
before the initial set of official rules were written, it is a credit to those pioneers that
had the vision to see beyond the early days that the first written rules are not
radically different from those we play by today.
Some aspects of the game will not change, and some will continually change. The issue
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MOVING?
WHAT WE DON'T
WANTHEREISA
FAILURE TO
COMMUNICATE!
One of the most difficult jobs the
UPA will have is keeping up with
address changes. A simple solution
that has been suggested is that all
teams rent a Post Office Box. Cost
is only $20 per year and allows
consistant communication.
If you have moved - or plan to
move in the near future - be sure
to let the UPA Newsletter follow you
by letting us know your new
address. Just paste the latest
address label on the space
provided below and let us know
your new address.

Editorial
This issue's theme was to have revolved
around the rules of Ultimate, and the rules
do indeed get priority attention.
By fortune or accident we
received many varied opinions on the
"Point vs. Time" issue. In this issue, you
will find viewpoints from both sides of a
recently played game ''to points," the
thoughts of Steve Albert (Kentucky Flying
Circus) on playing to points; the posttournament thoughts of Southern
Regional Editor Tom MacNiven after
participating in a nine-team tournament,
where games were played to a point total.
This issue is not at a critical stage by
any means, but I think it's important for all
teams to "try it." In this way, if it ever does
come up, each team will be qualified to
make a decision based upon actual
experience. Any new ideas that seem
potentially worthy should be tested and
this attitude of healthy growth fostered.
We still need additional contributions
for this newsletter. You got nothin' better
to do this summer ••• ? Write an article,
take some pictures, create a poem anything. Submissions should be directed
to your regional editor. Deadline for next
issue is July 10.

Membership
Less than three percent of all active
players are UPA members. "Hey! Get
outta here you maniacs. You're killin' me, I
mean it!" It's only five bucks. What do you
get? Geezo, you get a bi - monthly
newsletter, membership card, UPA Mini
(first 500), voting rights on rules and
issues, discount on UPA discs (which
most of your sectional and all of your
regional coordinators have now).
UPA Minis and membership cards are
being sent bulk-mail and should arrive
before July.

Speaking of membership, over 50 of
you are receiving your second Issue
without having paid your yearly
membership dues. If you do not have a
dash on your address label you will not
receive future newsleHers unless we
receive your membership fees.

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Site for Nationals?
NEWAODRESS - - - - - - - CI TY/STATE/ZIP _ _ _ _ _ __

Return to: UPA Newsletter,
P.O. Box 4844, Santa Barbara, CA
93103
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A site for the 1980 National Ultimate
Championships has not been set. Further,
we have had no one contact us about a
potential site. The UPA will assist any
interested parties in any way possible in
order to find and procure a reasonable
site. The Sun Belt states are prime
candidates. This tournament has the
potential to benefit financially those who
put it on. Outside sponsorship is also

of points versus time falls in neither of those categories. It is an issue that will ultimately
affect the personality of our sport.
All of us have played games by the clock, but most of us have not played games to a
point. Following are some varied views and opinions on the subject.
The articles by Rich Lee and Ron Fiala are especially interesting in that they represent
opposing captains' views on the same game - a game in which the Woodland Hills Hot
Sox emerged victorious over the Irvine MudSharks.

Letters
Dear Ultimate World,
1 am concerned with the intimiation of
women in Ultimate. I play Ultimate; I am
the only woman player on one of the
better teams in the Midwest. The
competition is intimidating as hell.
Is Ultimate frisbee suppos.ed to be this
competitive? Is matching a 6 foot, 4 inch
male athlete to a 5 foot, 2 inch female
athlete in the spirit of the sport? Is the idea
to win or have fun?
It makes me angry to p!ay under these
conditions. It is no fun. I am not able to
play as much time. The team and I know
what will happen when I am subbed in ...
I begin to ask myself what is the point of
playing and/or training.
So as a fellow Disc Artist, I implore you
to play in the spirit of the sport. Let's give
women a chance to improve and gain
expertise in competitive Ultimate.
Sincerely yours,
Jayne Anten
Dear Jayne,
Our last issue had an open letter asking
for assistance in organizing and
representing female participation in
Ultimate. Andrea Cummis, former MidAtlantic Regional Coordinator, will be
taking initial responsibility for this job. Her
address is 5231 5th Ave. #3, Pittsburgh,
PA 15232
This information is good for only six
weeks as Andrea is moving to Northern
California. We will keep you informed.
-Ed .
Fellow Flyers and Flingers,
I have some reflections over the new
developments in the game of Ultimate to
share. We've seen an amazing expansion
in the sport over the past few years (as
evidenced by the change to five regions)
and this is by and large an encouraging
development. There are, however, a
couple of problems that are natural byproducts of this expansion: organizational
problems and sportsmanship problems.
As evidence of the first problem, I cite
last year's national tournament in State
College. In addition to the ignominy of
having the Ultimate National Champion ( continued on page 11 )

possible. The UPA must make a final
decision for planning's sake by August
1980. Interested parties should write
National Ultimate Championships, c/o
UPA, P.O. Box 4844, Santa Barbara, CA
93103.
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Those
Quarrelsome
Problems
R

ecently in the Southern California Section, teams have
been experimenting with the fixed-score format versus the
timed game with extremely positive results.
Putting the customary resistance to change aside, the
MudSharks and the Hot Soxs agreed to play a game on a set 21
score basis (half-time at 10, must' win by 2). The half-time score:
Hot Sox 10, MudSharks 7; elapsed time 47:05. The next pertinent
score: Mud Sharks 19, Hot Sox 16; some very tight "D", and all tied
up at 19-1 9. Back and forth it fl ew, then tied again at 21 -21 . Timeout with captains' agreement to a "first team to 25" ceiling. Final
score: Hot Sox 23, MudSharks 21 ; elapsed time in 2nd half 66:1 0.
Needless to say, this was a very exciti ng, action-packed game,
but more important it was hassle free. Yes, there were some fouls,
a few questionable catches, and a lot of psyched sideline
cheering. However, no problems with that ever elusive timekeeper. In fact, eliminating time as the controlling factor in a game
actually enhances the natural flow of the offense/defense and
the importance of scoring. The evenly matched teams will result
in competitively close finishes, just as always, while the unevenly
matched teams will avoid those long, drawn-out blow-way
games. With knowledge of the score at any moment in the game,
the Ultimate player is freely able to concentrate on his/her play
and the flow of the game without that common distraction/preoccupation with the "amount of time left," etc. You get the picture.
Essentially I am in total agreement with Michael Pace when he
writes, "I believe we should attempt to free Ultimate from as many
potentially quarrelsome problem areas as possible" [nUltimate
Forum," Frisbee Disc World Jan/Feb '80]. And realize, of course.
that the fixed-point score format is adaptable to tournament and
round-robin play (i.e~ In a four-team round robin tomeywe held a
few weeks ago, the three games each team played consisted of a
fixed point score of 12 per game, - haH-tiim e at siiX points.)
In summary, I highly recommend and urge liJI ':mnate teams
across the nation to experiment · this approach. which I
believe will eventually abolish the timekeeper ooce and lor all.
- Rich Lee tMudiSharks)

Another

Complicating
Element
B

y now, most of you have heard about the movement afoot in
our sport to remove the element of time from Ultimate. My
thoughts on this subject were tempered by a game that was
played one afternoon in April between the Woodland Hills Hot Sox
and Irvine MudSharks. two Southern California club teams.
The initial deci sion by the captains was to play to 21 and win by
two, with half-time set at eleven. This game was especially
valuable as a points versus time experiment because it was such
a c lose game.
Woodland Hills and Irvine traded points back and forth with the
difference never more than three points either way. With the
game tied at 19-19 it was decided that, in view of the fact that
winning by two could mean playing all night, 25 would be sudden
death. That is if no one could win by two before reachmg 24, then
the first team to score 25 points was the winner. The Woodland
Hills team was the eventual wmner, 23-21 . in what was actually
an exciting finish. Both teams played clean, aggress1ve Ultimate
to the end. Playing to points took away the temptation to stall and
that, at least for this observer, is one of the most important
arguments in favor of doing away with time keeping.
There are other problems inherent in timekeeping . Time
keeping is rarely accurate. Two watches kept on the same game
will never be the same at the end and it 1s always difficult for the
players to know how much time is remaming. It is much easier for
the score to be kept on scoreboards at the sidelines.
In conclusion, abolishing time keeping from Ultimate removes
one more complicating element from the sport. Playing to points
still allows the captains to vary the length of the game by playing
to fewer or more points. It allows both teams to know how far they
must go to win the game by looking at the score, and most
important, it forces both teams to play Ultimate right up to the end
of the game, thus adding a very positive element to the sport of
Ultimate.
- Ron Fiala
Woodland Hills Hot Sox
JUNE 1980
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Time is
Professionalism

Points .. .
By the Points

Rules Revisions:

Time to
Move On

Ultimate game is 65 meters long and 35 meters wide. These are
two endzones 35 meters wide and 20 meters deep. Optional
English field dimensions are 70 yards long and 40 yards wide ,
with endzones 40 yards wide and 25 yards deep [see figure 1).

r.--

20m

+

65m

+

~
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ust recently, the Kentucky Ultimate Flying Circus Disc Team
went on its annual southern tour and encountered something
we were not quite used to - playing Ultimate to points! We had
heard that several California teams were using that system, but
decided that we would not like it, not really knowing why. Well ,
now we know why. Not wanting to be too biased, I will first mention
a few possible advantages of playing to "points." First it is an obvious advantage to playing to only 21 points when the opposition
is a weaker team . It saves them the embarrassment of a 35 -10
romp - and it saves the time and energy used to get to that score.
"Points" would eliminate the need for a timekeeper, an extra person some teams claim not to have. " Points" would also rule out
the "last second score." Also, it would eliminate arguments as to
how much time is left. Are there five seconds or one second?
On the other hand , most teams have competent timekeepers
and we have never encountered a situation where there was no
extra person to keep time. The advantage of ruling out the last
second score is a dubious one. The excitement of the lastsecond score far outweighs the excitement(?) of playing to just
21. Last-second scores and overtimes do happen, and
frequently, especially in tournament play where teams are often
equal ly matched in talent. The Ohio/Kentucky. Sectional had
several games separated by only one point. A game in the Central
Regional Tournament had five overtimes! Excitement! Who will
be on top when the clock ticks its final second? Can you imagine
playing a basketball game to 75 points? I realize that this is not
basketball - this is Ultimate - but the basic competitive
emotions of most sports are the same.
We should always be thinking of the future of the sport. We are
making it now, therefore we must also think of the spectator. How
would you like to go an Ultimate game not knowing how long it will
last. We played one team to 21 and it too k 17:33 stop-time to do so
(short game ') We played another to 15 and it took nearly twi ce as
long! A stop-time c lock wou ld standardize the game and make it
easier to predict how long a game wil l actually last. Perh aps 24
minute stop halves are too long and grueling, and obviously too
long for tournament play, but a timed contest is more professional
and would seem to be more advantageous for Ultimate to be
recognized as a serious sport Ultimate is comparable to football ,
socce r and basketball , not ping pong and tennis!
I have found that the team with the most stamina and physical
elite ness will usually win in a timed game. This is not always so in
"points." " Points seems to favor more of a "run and gun-quick"
succession of points offense. Timed games are generally longer
and you must rely on team effort, not just a few stars. A "points"
game score does not in any way compare offensive and
defensive struggles. Only the poi nt-spread in a specified time
reference shows that th is game was either a defensive match, an
off ensive match, or a mismatch.
I want to make it clear that I am not for playi ng runn ing time
games. There are too many breaks in the action (out of bounds,
fo uls, goals, etc.) for ru nning time to be feasible. Stalling then
would become more a part of the game (walking back slowly after
a goal). But good ca uti ous disc handling in the last minute of play,
so as not to turn it over, is not stalling but is sound offensive
(continu ed on page 14)
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he time has come to play Ultimate without a timekeeper.
That was the general concensus of the nine teams that
competed in the Dallas Spring Fling, March 22 -23, on the SMU
campus. A strong Boulder, Colorado Frisbee Club All -Star team
took the $250 first prize with an impre~sive final -gam e win over
the Houston Aerodynamics. Hosts SMU and North Dallas
finished tied for third . Other teams present included Texas A&M ,
University of Texas, North Texas State and two teams from
Springfield, Mo.; FUBAR and the Non-Diary Creamers.
Perhaps the most important and constructive element to come
out of the weekend was the "timeless" format, which worked like
this : The nine teams were divided into a pool of four and a pool of
five. The four-team pool played games in which the winner was
the first team to score 15 goals. The five -team pool played their
games to 12. The shorter gam es in the larger pool served as an
equalizing factor in actual playing time tor the two pools.
Also added as a time-saver was the rule by which a one point
victory was sufficient to win preliminary round games.
The new system got its best test in a prelim match between
Boulder and SMU, which Boulder won 12-11 . Although Boulder
held a 2-3 goal lead throughout most of the game, you just knew
these two perennial rivals were headed towards a tight finish .
Sure enough , SMU rallied to tie the game at 11 -all , setting the
stage for the deciding point.
The final point began with both teams knowing the
cosequences . There was no frantic scrambling for time, no
desperation bombing and best of all , no last minute pile-up foul.
Th e game ended with the Boulder team missing its first scoring
opportunity and then capitalizing on a Mustang turnover to score.
At the games end, both teams agreed that the system had
withstood its early tests and were pleased, if not with the final
score, at least with the way it was attain ed.
In Sunday's semifinals, the only rul e changes were that games
had to be dec ided by a two point margin . In addition , a 21 point
ce iling was set so th at the maxi mum score possible was 21-20.
Boulder and Houston each gained three point victories over
North Dallas and SMU res pectively, setting the stage tor the
championship game whi ch the tireless Boulder team won
handily. The championship game was a full , 24-minute half, stopclock game because that's what we decided on before the
tourn ey began.
Post-tournament reflection produced the following thoughts:
1. The "timeless " system is most definitely feasibl e in
tournmant play and eliminates many of the potential hassles
inherent in timed play.
2. Th e game is not over until one team scores the required
number of goals. Hence, a team leading 14-0 could lost 15-14.
Th is makes for amore exciting, more meaningful contest
throughout. Th is became especial ly evident in the final game in
which Boulder jumped out to a sizea ble lead and spent much of
the second half sitting on it. Had the "timeless" system been in
effect, the game would hve either been short er, more exciting, or
both.
3. The "timeless" system has no effect on and is easily
adaptab le to a standard pool tie-brea king proced ure. The po int
spread system still works to break ties within a pool.
(continued on page 14)

Bill Nye is a ramblin ' guy. Weaned from East Coas t Ultimate. Bill now
resides m Seattle, Washington. Bill and cohort Jan Glick have taken initial
responsibility for coordination of rule changes. Starting w1th th1s issue,
and in all subsequent 1ssues, we will attempt to refme and shape the rules
of Ultimate mto concise language and standardize the meaning so all are
pla ymg by the same set of rules.
Our membership is low. Every one of your votes will weigh significantly.
Do get involved. VOTE!
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F1gure 1

By Bill Nye
SEATT LE WASHINGTON

0

ne of the big jobs for the Ultimate Players Association
is to standardize the rul es of the game. Right now the
plan is to publish proposed rul e revisions and articles
about the rule changes in the newsletter, then vote on them
th rough referendums (referenda).
We obviously ca n't vote on all the rul e changes at once. ln each
issue, we'll try to get one topic for discussion and a ba llot for
referendum.
The altern ative to th is approac h is to set up a committee to
revise the rul es and submit them for approva l. We probably are
not yet at the stage wh ere we could choose a committee, much
less establish a qu orum and ag ree. We may one day do these
thi ngs, but for now, we'l l use the news letter.
In the last issue of the UPA Newsletter, under "Western
Regional Report," were a set of proposed ru le revisio ns. Of
course we already wan t to revise the revisions, but even the
longest journey starts with a single step. Literally for the sake of
argument, we 'll use the proposed revisions pub lished last issue to
start on the changes .
Discuss these proposals. Think about them. Ultimately, you wil l
have the final say.
All fu tu re proposed changes must fol low the guidelines set
forth in the UPA By-Laws. [The By-Laws are being revised.]
For ru le changes, the By -Laws state that any member may
submit, in writing , to his regional c oordinator any proposed rul e
change . The proposed change must have with it a petition signed
by at least 25 UPA members and an accompanying argument tor
the cha nge.
This was not the method written in the origina l By-Laws, but a
change instituted at the East Coast Ca ptains Meeting in Philly,
December 1979.
On this issue 's bal lot is an issue that needs to be officially
resolved .

Field Length
For over a year now, teams throughout the coun try have been
playing on fields 70 yards long instead of the original 60 yards.
The 120-yard overal l length and 40-yard wid th have been
retained . Thus , the endzones are 25 yars long (five yards shorter).
This change demands more control from the offense.
It gives the defense move rom to battle and less endzone to
deny. Along with these Engiish dimensions are the metric ones: a
65 -by-35 meter field with endzones 20 meters deep. In keeping
with our national effort to measure our lives metrically, the metric
dimensions are now prescribed first. Incidentally , the metric main
field is now about 1.1 yards longer and about 1.7 yards narrower
than the English field. We can manage.
Here is the proposed ru le: The main playing fie ld tor the

Rules Revisions:

A Few
Revisions
By Jeffrey Durra
NORTHE-AST REG IONAL EDITO R

T

hank you Bil l Nye and Jan Glick for establ ishing a starting
poi nt to revise the rules of Ultimate through th e news letter.
I'd like to add three poi nts along with everyth ing already
mentioned.

Stalling and Time Out
A stall has been called and the defender is counting . The
offensive player calls time out. When play resumes does the
defender (a) start coun ting from the beginning or (b) continue
counting from the point that he/ she stopped counting when time
out was ca lled?
Flipping the Disc to Begin Overtime
Should the disc be flipped just once at the beginning of the
overtime period with the cho1ce rotating on any possible overtim e
penods that follow, or if there is more than one overtime period
should the disc be flipped before each period?
Catching Fouls
I'm opposed to classifying acceptable contact by what location of
the body is hit, specifica lly in the Nye and Glick article when they
state "contact below the wrist by opponents playing the disc is
not a foul. " It seems to me a wel l-aimed blow to a receiver's hand
at the moment he is ca tching the disc could be encouraged by
this type of wording in the ru les. Rather than making contact
acceptable based on location, how about making it acceptable
based on the nature of the contact? Incidental contact would be
my label. Incidental contact - "two or more players in equal
position to catch the disc, moving towards the disc and
simultaneousy arriving at the same spot with contact as a result. "
No one is at fault, and no fouls should be called . This type of
classification covers the type of foul that Nye and Glick
disc ussed plus any other part of the body, again , based on the
na ture of con tact ra ther tha n location. It does not contradict
"restri ctive or harmful " classifica tion in the Nye and Glick article
except for the possibi lity of two players coming from opposite
JUNE 1980
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directions to catch the disc and arriving at the disc at the same
time, this cou ld be harmful, but is either player guilty?
The flow of Ultimate does not induce violent play. The reason I
poi.nt out incidental contact is part of an atterwt.to.define what
rights a player has to catching a disc. If player "A" has positioning
rights over player "B," Player "B" _must respect player "A's"
position by not going through Player "A" to catch or block the
disc. This type of wording means that once a disc is in the air the
offensive and defensive players both have an equal chance to
gain possession. The offense has the advantage because they
control where the disc is thrown .
The rules I wrote about came to mind through discussions with
a lot of players from the Northeast an Middle Atlantic It seems
that just through word of mouth players are trying to extract some
of the ambiguities of the rules. Here is the opportunity to do it in
writing.

The Ref Question:

Not Idealism,
Improvement
By Bill Nye
SEATILE, WASH INGTON

B

efore we lose the thread, th is idea of referee -les'sness
being " ideal" must be diffused. To paraphras e Winston
Churchill 's view of democ racy, having no officials in
Ultimate is the worst possi ble way to control the game- unless
one co nsiders any oth er way. Listen everybody, I am not an
idealist who believes in " holistic perspectives" or bemoans the
rarity of holistic perceivers. The reason we can play Ultimate
com petetively is not because disc players are stricken wit h a
higher consciousness, but because the nature of the game is
different. The game just doesn't need referees.
It has been alleged that my chief reason for not wanting
referees is that Ultimate players are unique - they are more
emotionally balanced than most people, etc. I have even been
quoted as saying, "We are better than they are."[Frisbee Disc
World, Vol. IV, No. 4] That I wrote this is undeniable. However, the
line can be taken neither literally nor out of context. It might best
be sung to the tune of '.' My Dog 's Better Than Your Dog." A reader
could figure this out. No where else in the article do I discuss the
nature of the players. Instead, my article focuses (a G. Sharpism)
on the nature of the game.
Furthermore, in my previous article, "On Observers" [Frisbee
Disc World, Vol. IV, No. 2], I speak at length about red-faced
screaming players. In fact, I make fun of the "mellow persons"
who "like man, don 't get into arg uments, man." They don't exist
(as I point out). What do you want? I did not ever assert, nor am 1
asserting, that Ultimate players are different from everyone else!
It's the game that's different!
I propose that we make some slight but fundamental rule
changes to enab le the. players to control the game. The first and
obvious change is this deal where the diving receiver declares
his/her catch clean and springs to his/her feet screaming, "It's
my call!" The ru les shou ld include provisions for nearby players
to help make the call. It really makes a lot more sense. This
" involved player makes the ca ll " thing came from the throwing
foo l. The only guy who knows for sure if the thrower got smacked
on the knuckles is the th rower. Here, the present rule is great. It
should be modifi ed to enable the non-involved players to call
plays where appropriate.
The second change that I th ink will be a big help is to specify a
6 I UPA NEWSLETTER
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"rep lay" to resolve controversy. If the call is disputed or invisible,
then just take the play over. The thrower gets another shot and
the offensive players must hold their positions. The defense
submits the disc when it's ready. I know the replay to be an
excellent way to reso lve disputes. I've seen it work countless
times . If the replay were incorporated in the rules, players would
soon accept that it is consistency that wins Ultimate, much like
any other sport. When the otherteam calls your big play back,
well , you just have to come up with another one. It's hard on your
team; it's hard on both teams. It's not perfect, but it's better than
having some guy who's not even playing decide for you , often
arbitrarily and emotionally.
The third rule change would be to play to a predetermined
score rather than until time runs out. This was suggested by me in
"Ultimate's Challenge" [Frisbee Disc World, Vol. V, No. 1] and by
New Zealand's Michael Pace in the very last Frisbee Disc World.
This wou ld accomodate the rep lay; it would eliminate the errors of
the timekeeper, and would make players concentrate on playing
rather than hurrying or wa iti ng. We say to doubters, "Try it. " It
makes a better game.
If we have observers instead of referees , how long will it be
before the game, or rather the players, degenerate into aski ng the
observer for or about everything . It's just going to become a
referred gam e this way. There are those of you who argue that
this is not a bad thing. Well, it is a bad th ing if for no other reason
than the message of the old adage: If something does not need to
be included, then that thing needs not to be included. Just as a
machine should have no unnecessary parts, the game should not
go out of its way to inc lude unnecessary personnel on the field.
The nature of Ultimate is different from almost any other game.
In basketball , the game is decided by few points compared with
how many are scored and the officials cal about half the total. You
just couldn't play hoops without ref' s. In socce r, one play can
easily win the game. Th e dreaded "penalty shot. " Although
Ultimate produces some close games, its rhythm is different, and
its number of call -worthy plays is much lower. Th e observerofficial -umpire- referee will end up making calls that he justshouldn 't be involved in. Th is is c learly a bad th ing.
It has been argued that referees (or observe rs) will keep the
game moving and buffer antagonism between teams. I think
these arguments are misinterpretations of the ever-popular
cause and effect. Players and fans decide how fast a game
moves. Players get antagonized by players and by referees, too.
In baseball, the players argue with the umpire - the fans boo, the
ump does nothing. In hockey, the players fight and ignore the ref
-the fans cheer, the ref skates to safety. Either way, the official
does not have the answer.
The thing that bugs me most about incorporating officials is the
big chance we're missing. As Tom Mac Niven mentioned, society
has improved its goals through the centuries hopefully (I mean it
as an adverb) moving toward a more civi lized civi lization. Along
with th is, we have used documents to document our ideals. The
permanence of the Mag na Carta or the US Constitution is
remarkable. It is part of being civi lized. The recorded thoughts are
more carefu l - more complete. I am pointing out that a wel lwritten set of rules could be used to resolve disputes on the fie ld
rather than more people (i.e., observers) trying to interpret lessconcise ru les. We already have 14 opinions, why compound the
problem. The thing is, if we give in now, we will never have another
chance. If we stumble along with in concise and debilitating rules
(it's my call) and get ref's to tangle them further, we will not have
even tried to progress.
Let's try orienting the rules to the players so that they can
control the game. If it doesn't work, then we can observe. But 1feel
we have to try. Let's improve the rules rather than add more
~"
opinions.
Ed. Note: The preceeding opinions expressed are those of the
author. The UPA welcomes any opinions on any aspect of the
sport.

Pacific Invitation:

Region last year was Berkeley and Santa Barbara. Though other
cities and states fielded teams, they were no match for either of
those teams , but times have changed . Suddenly the rest of the
west is ready to compete in Ultimate. Teams from Colorado and
Oregon have attained a new level of excellence that prior to this
tournament was well beyond their capabilities. Santa Cruz, led by
the incredible play of Dane Munoz, is striving for an upper berth in
the Western Region . Of course the new wave in American culture
has found an Ultimate representative , the San Jose Jam, a zone
defense team, has bested the California state champion Berkeley
Flying Circus, only weeks prior.
The tournament was divided into four sections, four teams per
section , each playing the other three with the winner advancing to
the Semi's. Berkeley made it out of their division , but not before
Santa Cruz made them play their game. The Condors also made
it, though a much -improved Humboldt team ran them to a one
point game. Stanford also tested the shakey Condor's offensive
unit, but in the end it turned the Condors' way.
The other two divisions were very competitive . Colorado
emerged the winner of Division Three , but their margin of victory
was only three goals total over their two closests rivals, the
University of Mars and La Mirada. Those two teams played a
double overtime game with La Mirada emerging the victor.
Division four was the most interesting of the four simply
because it contained two of the premier teams in Ultimate- San
Jose and the Eugene Dark Stars. Both teams are starless and rely
heavily on cooperation to achieve their goals. Eugene was
slightly favored to win but the team had practiced their Zone-D
and they would not fall to the hac'< 'e' sack champs.
Both semi -finals were good displays of Ultimate. Berkeley was
matched against the Jam, and the Condors were playing
Colorado, who had recently traveled to Texas and captured the

Revenge of

The Condors
By Bart Merril
SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA

I

t must be that time of year again, Ultimate players all over the
country are getting primed and ready for the start of another
season of Ultimate. The Berkeley Flying Circus, under the
auspices of Walter White and Roger Shepherd , organized the first
Pacific Invitational Ultimate Tournament. Kudos must be
extended to Walter early on for his final game with the Flying
Circus; the Tourney was great.
In what appears to be the spring showing of what the Western
Region will have to offer this fall , we were able to see just how far
the sport has advanced in the year it's been since we last saw
most of these teams.
The Condors made the trip to Berkeley, even though their
captain, TK, was injured. Not only was TK not playing but the
Condors also lost two of their most dynamic players , Paul
Hoosten and Cliff Marhoefer, to injuries. Though their ranks were
decimated , those that did come, came to win - and win they did.
A surprisingly strong set of competitors took the field at Laney
College in Oakland for the Pacific Invitational. The Western

PACIFIC INVITATIONAL ULTIMATE
POST-TOURNAMENT RESULTS
DIVISION I
Berkeley Flying Circus
3-0

DIVISION II
Santa Barbara Condors 1
3-0

DIVISION Ill
Arnold Rangers
0-3

DIVISION IV
Santa Barbara Condors 2
1-2

Woodland Hills Hot Sox
1-2

Stanford
2-1

Colorado
3-0

Eugene Dark Star
2-1

Santa Cruz 1
2-1

Humboldt Buds
1-2

La Mirada
1-2

San Luis Obispo
0-3

San Jose Clingons
0-3

San Francisco U of Mars
2-1

San Jose Jams
3-0
Santa Cruz 2
0-3

SEMI-FINALS
Berkeley Flying Circus / 17
San Jose Jam/14

Santa Barbara Condors/19
Colorado/13

FINALS
Santa Barbara Condors/25

Berkeley Flying Circus/16

17
16

Santa Cruz 1
Woodland Hills Hot Sox

8
17

Humboldt Buds
Stanford

10
12

11
9
12
8

Colorado
La ,v1irada

5
29

Eugene Dark Stars
San Jose Jams
Arnold Rangers
San Francisco Univ. of Mars

26 Berkeley Flying Circus
7 San Luis Obispo
27 Santa Barbara 1
9 San Jose Clingons

Santa Barbara 2
Santa Cruz 2

15
27

San Luis Obispo
Woodland Hills Hot Sox

20
7

Stanford
San Jose Clingons

10
11

Santa Cruz 1
Berkeley

10
9
4
14

Colorado
San Francisco Univ. of Mars

31
9

Santa Barbara 2
San Jose Jams
La Mirada
San Francisco Univ. of Mars
Berkeley Flying Circus
Wood land Hills

17
16
10
16
18
8

Eugene Dark Star
Santa Cruz
Santa Cruz 1
San Luis Obispo
Arnold Rangers
Colorado
San Jose Jams
Santa Cruz 2

8
7
2
22
20
8

Santa Barbara 1
Humboldt Buds
Arnold Rangers
La Mirada
Humboldt Buds
San Jose Clingons

14
9
6
18

Santa Barbara 1
Stanford
Santa Barbara 2
Eugene Dark Star

2
15
15
13
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Texas state Ultimate Championship.
Either of the four teams could have taken their games and
advanced to the finals. The Condors, with their rookie alignment,
came out and played a strong game against Colorado. Led by exCornell player Don Eibsen and (short guy in black trunks)
Colorado ran, passed and Played D all game long. Though they
lost by 6 (19-13) , they were in the game up until the final two
minutes.
The Berkeley-San Jose semi was a game of frustration . Neither
team could get enough momentum to get control of the game.
The Flying Circus was able to maintain the lead throughout. In the
end , the Jam made one last furious rush but Harvey Edwards and
Dan Weiss were able to complete enough passes to cut off their
surge, winning gain' away 16-13.
The final was a rematch of the 1979 Western . The absence of
TK on the playing field , the mythical homefield advantage and
Berkeley victory over the Condor's in the California Ultimate
Tourney added up to a decided advantage for the Flying Circus.
This was also Walter's last game with Berkeley, but this was also
the last time Bill Clark, an unheralded Condor star, would ever
play with the Condors again - and he too wanted to win his last
game.
The Condor's were energized at the beginning of the game.
The Circus was able to get a point but talented seasonal passers,
led by John Schmechel and the Grump in combination with the
dynamic enthusiasm of the up and coming rooks, Tommie Lewis
and Doug the Bum Saulter, went on a rampage scoring fourstraight. Defense has always been the Condors strong point and
Mike Minnini and Marc Stringer made sure that any time Berkeley
got slightly sloppy they paid for it dearly. By the end of the first half,
the Condor's had control of the game, leading 16-7.
The Flying Circus' boys had to wonder what was happening.
Their players were talented refugees from major Ultimate teams
around the country, including players from Penn State, Cornell,
Buchenell, the Condors and Foothill. Their ability is unquestioned,
but the Condor Spirit caught them off balance. The second half
was played evenly, the scoring staying almost point for point. The
final score, 25-16.
This tournement was one of the most enjoyable Frisbee events
to be conducted in quite some time. The argument of referees is
raging around our ears constantly, but for once, the spirit of
Ultimate was established early on and carried on 'til the last pass
was completed . The hack 'e' sack was hacked and the spirit of
Ultimate permeated every corner . Unlike all the other " ball "
sports , a lot of us play this sport because it's a different, better way
of expressing our physical energies. Oh well , so much for the
sermon . The Pacific Invitational Tournament was a special event,
the players made it happen and happen it did. So it's onward and
upward into another season of Ultimate. Give 'n go, give 'n go,

Promotion:

Those 95%
A

s 1 rush to get my inputs to TK for this second -ever issue of
the newsletter, I reflect on how far we've come to get to this
point - 350 teams, a set of rules constantly updated, a " class "
form of communication all across the country , and
people/players involved in making it work out. I mention these
"accomplishments" to encourage furher tightening of our
communications network because I, for one, and everyone else
I've talked to really enjoyed reading the first issue. Keep those
contributions comin ', folks you 'll see them in the next issues. And
show the newsletter to your teammates, because our current
3 I UPA NEWSLETTER
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membership is less than 5% of our active players - and I think
the other 95% would enjoy reading it. In other words, I hope the
newsletter will encourage more members to sign up.
Jan Glick

Spring
Central
Regional
By David Hendler
CENTRAL REGIONAL EDITOR

Considering

the Directions
By Eric Knudsen
MID. ATLANTIC REGIONAL EDITOR

T

he amount of print, time and aggravation spent on the
"Rules" versus "No Rules" issue is putting the cart before
the horse. It might work for front-wheel drive but not for the UP A.
There are going to be many changes in the next couple of years,
and major ones at that. We will need to answer some questions as
to where Ultimate is headed, what should be changed or left
alone,and how best to implement such changes.
Ultimate is at its beginning . I don't mean to underrate the
development of the sport for the last thirteen years but wish to
emphasize that the future holds monumental growth. Some may
see Ultimate as a breakthrough to national recognition, coverage
and support. It's true ABC put twenty-three minutes of Frisbee on
the tube but it contained only a short blip of an Ultimate game, and
a pickup game at that. Media has yet to give Ultimate anything
other than novelty-item status. We have yet to reach the sports
section on a regular basis. But recognition, coverage and support
will only come after this game has been propagated to the point
that smalltown America uses Ultimate as a household word .
Therefore , we need to use the media as much as possible and be
consistent in our explanations of how the sport is played . At every
tournament I hear, and sometimes support, the cry for more
casualness, less rules, and more fun . But what we need are
consistent, established rules and procedures so that everyone
knows what is expected and new people trying to organize will
already have a basis from which to work. Many people in the sport
are tired of the shift in rules by section , by year, or from meeting to
meeting. This newsletter should be the vehicle used to air all
possibilities and help us establish a more uniform definition of
Ultimate.
Rules are to be printed in future issues of the UPA newsletters.*
These rules not be the rules you may have been playing with all
your Ultimate life. But if you refuse to accept them without trying
to make changes through the appropriate channels, there will
never be a clear definition of the sport, and the enjoyment of
tournaments will be reduced . As a news editor, I realize that
communication is a great tool and responsibility, but the

~<?~f!l.u.~i~~~i?.n. ~.e. ?<?.~f! ~~~ .f~e_l9 .":'i.ll. ~~i~~. f!l.~r~. f!J.n. <?~.t~~. f.i~l.d:
•Ed. Note: Refer to Bill Nyes Monthly Rules Column

F

ourteen teams waged desert warfare atop the intramural fields at
Michigan State University the weekend of
May 10 and 11 to decide the Spring
Central Region champion . When the
weekend ended on Sunday evening, the
battle had been won by Michigan State for
the second year in a row.
Cold and windy conditions greeted the
arriving teamson Saturday morning as
play got underway. Although there was an
early indication that sunshine and warmer
temperatures might prevail, round one
was contested round robin amidst
swirling sandstorms on what are regularly
baseball fields. Those players without
kneepads were in for a nasty surprise as
rasberries soon began to bloom. With the
less than perfect Ultimate weather,
superior concentration was required for
even the simplest passes, as the disc
hopped like a butterfly. No major upset
occurred, however, as the tour pairings
for the quarter finals were decided just in
time for dinner and a chance to get warm .
The top bracket match ups pitted MSU
against Univ. Of KY and Kalamazoo
against Drury College, out of the Missouri
hinterlands. OU would face Univ. of Mich.
and . Yellow Springs (formerly Discos
Volante) would view with the Grand Valley
Ultimate Connection, in the bottom
pairings.
The quarters began under Amherst-like
weather conditions at about 7:30 p.m. By
the time the lights were turned on, the
weather had worsened. Nevertheless,
MSU, the top seed, defeated KY 17 to 11
to move into the semis. KY gave them a
good fight, but the day's activities took
their toll on the KY ranks, which only
number 12, compared to the 35 or so MSU
players and countless hometown
supporters lining their side of the field.
God help the KY players who attempted
passes with one foot on that sideline.
Drury, the surprise team of the tourney,
defeated Kalamazoo 24 to 22 for the
chance to face the MUS horde on
Sunday. They did it with a relatively
straight forward and logical strategy move the disc partially downfield with
short, high percentage passes, then loft
one to their "Big Guy" in the endzone. 6'9"

Mike Carter would then reach and pluck
and disc out of the sky like he was picking
apples. His biggest threat came from
people climbing his back. You can't
blame them really.
In the bottom bracket, OU succumbed
to the tireless offense of U of M. 27 to 13.
OU started strong , but during the second
half could not continue their attack. I'm
sure OU will look forward to meeting U of
M again this fall.
It was the final game of the quarters that
proved the most memorable and one of
the most phenomenal ever played. It took
five overtimes, in a game marked by
quality man to man defensive play, for
Grand Valley to pull off the upset and
defeat Yellow Springs 16 to 13 that must
be a record for tournament play. The
game started around 7:15 and did not end
until 11 :30. Those handful I of diehards
who stayed till the end risked pneumonia
and permanent psychological damage to
see GU pull it off. The game was nip and
tuck most of the way and by the end of
regulation time, the score tied at 11 . Thus
the saga begins. By now, the wind had
really picked up, it was dark, cold and
ominous. Add rain and swirling sand to the
setting and you get the picture. You could
hardly see at times. And you could almost
never catch. For three full overtimes, each
team would advance very slowly and
luckily up field only to see a pass go
incomplete. Y.S. kept trying to put it to their
tall man in the endzone, but the winds
prevented that strategy from working. It
was getting ridiculous.
Finally, approximately 2 minutes into
the fourth overtime, GU scored on a short
pass, just over the line. Much to their
credit the YS boys and one woman
buckled down and did the same with
about a minute remaining . So ended the
fourth overtime. Everyone was getting
slap happy now, and you began to wonder
whether you should have brought a
sleeping bag . As a matter of fact, there
was a few of us, who began to question
our exitence. Existential Ultimate?
The fifth and final overtime started out
much the same as the previous four turnovers. Again, about a minute into the
period GV scored . However, YS
cameback almost immediately to tie the
score at 13. But soon, the GV hustle and
determination paid off as they scored a
second time to take a permanent lead,
with a long sidearm curve that sliced
down into the hands of a receiver. The GV
jubilation was intense and it even outdid
the weather for a brief moment. GV
scored twice more that overtime to bring
that tally to 16, but those goals were
essentially cosmetic and can't be held
against YS. They tried a number of
desperation efforts but nothing would
work under the weather conditions. Grand
Valley earned the victory, and the

anticipated grudge match confrontation
between MSU and YS inthe finals would
not materialize.
The semis Sunday morning were
moving to a better location, replete with
grass on which to dive. Along with the field
change, came a climate improvement,
with Sunday rapidly turning into a
beautiful day. Plenty of spectators added
to the feeling of excitement.
The morning started with U of M against
GV. The GV team was surely spent from
the previous night's ordeal, but they
hadn't come that far for nothing. They
• proved that by going all out for the entire
game. U of M had ideas of their own,
however, as their tireless offense
contined to roll and they eventually held
on to a slim lead to take the intrastate
rivalry 15 to 14. They now had about 2
hours to rest up, while MSU played Drury
in the other semi . This match went much
as expected, with the more coordinated,
balanced and experienced attack of MSU
eventually overpowering the "Big Guy"
offense of Drury 28-21 . But Drury had
done some damage in that they forced
MSU to put out 100% in order to win .
Although 35 strong, fatigue could still
effect MSU. They had about 30 minutes
rest before a final that was to be full 48
minute regulation time.
After a bizarre pregame ritual which
included at one point, two large masked
bipeds jumping at one another, the final
commenced . U of M started strong and it
appeared that the rest angle might prove
crucial in the game. But MSU quickly
regained their composure and evened the
game out. They eventually took the lead,
which for the remainder of the game,
fluctuated between 2 to 6 points. The all
Michigan final ended with MSU on top 2623. The weekend then ended with the
traditional Michigan Ultimate Players
cheer and everyone looking forward to a
summer of intense practice and play.
A couple of other notes bear
mentioning. My vote for player of the
tournament goes to the Drury " Big Guy,"
Mike Carter. Mike played most of each
game and was central to the Drury attack.
He can run, throw and catch . But most
importantly he can sky it if the occasion
demands, and he's dedicated enough to
eat a little dirt on the low ones. A good all
around team player.
For a relatively new team , Univ. of
Chicago looked impressive and could
turn out very strong with a summer of
diligent work. They had nice shirts too.
What's more, the general level of play
looked improved, with a number of teams
displaying the sophisticated brand of play
necessary for high level national
competition. The summer should prove
important in their continuing development. And speaking of the summer, you
can bet Yellow Springs will spend the time
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gearing for the Fall Regionals and
improving their depth. They've demonsstrated before they're a stronger team in
the fall and I know they want to go head to
head against MSU in the final. For that
matter, there are a few teams that will be
seeking revenge next fall. To paraphrase
Brecht, the war is temporarily over ... beware of the peace.
Central editor's note - Watching so
much Ultimate that weekend (especially
Sat . night) may have affected my
faculties. Please forgive any inconsistencies or errors in my reporting and feel free
to write in any corrections.

Spring

Eastems
By Jeffrey Durra
NORTHEAST REGIONAL EDITOR

T

he 1980 Easterns was graced with
two days of sunny weather, a beautiful site, and an array of talented teams
from the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic
regions. Sixteen teams qualified to
compete in this revival of one of the oldest
Ultimate tournaments. RPI was unable to
attend because they were in the middle of
final exams.
Because of the contraint of having only
four fields available the first round of the
tournament was Round Robin with 4 pools
of four teams. The top two teams from
each pool advanced to the next day for
single elimination play. The top were
separated into different pools , then the
next four and so on down the Jist until the
final breakdown came to this.
Blue Pool
Glassboro
Boston
Dukes
Bucknell
Red Pool
NY Heifers
NJ Plastic Ex
U. Mass
PFC
Green Pool
Knights of Nee
Univ of VA
Univ. of Penn.
Brown Univ.
Yellow Pool
Cornell
Washington Air and Space
Middlebury
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Saturday, games started at 10:30am
and continued until 7:00 in the evening .
Out of the 4 pools the first place teams
were Glassboro, NJ Plastic Exchange,
Uniy. of Virginia and Cornell. The pairings
for the quarter finals were as follows .
Glassboro vs. Knights of Nee; Univ. of
VA vs. Boston; Cornell vs . NY Heifers; NJ
Plastic vs . Middlebury.
Sunday morning the captains of the
eight remaining teams met to discuss
rules that had caused arguments the first
day because of interpretaitons. The first
topic was; a stall has been called and the
defender is counting - tJ;Je offensive
player calls time out, when pay resumes
does the defender start counting from the
beginning or does he / she continue
counting from the point where he I she
stopped when the time was called . The
captains decided to have the defender do
the later - continue the count from the
point where time-out was called . The
second issue drew a 4 to 4 split from the
captains vote. The question: can the
offense set up after the defense has
called foul while the disc is being
checked? The tie vote was broken by
David Egan, captain ofthe host team
Bucknell, and the offense was allowed to
set up afer a foul. It was agreed that
spectators were part of the field and if a
frisbee hit one and landed on the ground it
was a turnover. After the meeting ended
the teams began the second day of
Ultimate.
Glassboro faced the Knights of Nee in a
first round game that was decided by one
point. Bora had a 4 goal lead at halftime
but Nee with a control offense came back
to bring the game down to the wire. Univ.
of Virginia lost to Boston, Middlebury
upset Plastic, and Cornell herded the
Heifers into the corral.
The semi -finals left three Northeast
teams playing man to man defense along
with Glassboro, to decide who would play
in the championship game. Glassboro
rose to the occaison by defeating Cornell
with a great defense aided by a strong
wind blowing downfield , and Boston
Aerodisc stayed ahead of Middlebury for
36 minutes.
This left Glassboro to fact Boston in the
final game. The two teams played
different styles. Glassboro is characterized by the zone defense which must have
been exhausting for six games in one
weekend , with a probing offense that
would capitalize on a slot in the zone once
it was found . Boston made it a good game
but the Bora took control in the first half
and won 16-1 0.
The Championship game was played
with four observers at each corner of the
field to check the sidelines and goallines if
the players wanted to appeal to a third
party. There were only two conditions
where this could happen. One would be if

the defender thought the offensive man
out of bounds or not over the goal line he
could ask the observer for his judgement
and that would be final. The second case
would be if the offensive man was not sure
whether he was in or not he could ask the
observer. This system did not play a big
role in the game but when there was an
appeal it helped play progress smoothly.
Thanks to the observers ; Torry Hack
(Dukes) , Derek Lent (Cornell) , Maurice
Matiz Dukes, and Paul Brenner (Cornell)
who was assisted by John Cohn.
All in all the Easterns was a success . It
was great to see a Jot of people at the
tournament site , and even greater to
reaize that they were mostly participants. I
believe that participation is the most
important part of the Eastern Championships. It was good to see Boston Ladies
Ultimate playing Glassboro Womens
Ultiamte. Congratulations to the Boston
team for their victory in that game. Most
importantly a tournament like this allows a
great number of players to get together in
one spot, exchange thoughts and interact
in play. This brings a unity that hopefully
will transcend throughout the East Coast
after all these teams go back to their
regions and play among the respective
local talents.
This newsletter is the most efficient
medium for communication among all the
teams in the country, however, nothing
can replace actually playing another
team to understand how they feel about
the sport. To see 15 teams out in the hot
sun playing anywhere from 3 to 6 games
in a weekend makes one realize how
much everyone loves the nature of play in
this game.
Congratulations to Glassboro as the
Eastern Champs and to Boston Aerodisc
for a spirited performance. Thanks to
-David Egan and the Bucknell Univ.
MudSharks for hosting the event. Thanks
to Andrea Cummins for doing all the foot
work necessary, and Eric Knudsen for
helping out with the trophies . Thanks to all
the teams for showing up and playing.

TEAM PROFILE:

The

Dark
Star
E10erges
By Tim Maloney
EUGENE, OREGON

I

f one were to write a profile on the
Dark Star, the difficulty would lie in
where to start. The logical place is
the beginning , but the beginning in many
respects is our ending . The best place
might be right in the middle.
In the fall of 1977 a new fell a showed up
at our weekly Ultimate games. His name
was Jim Allen . He wasn 't a great athlete,
not on the level with many of our players ,
though he did have skills with the disc
beyond most of us , and he loved to run .
Believe me that's what we do. Dark Star
Ultimate is like no other Ultimate. High
energy - frenzied almost speed and fun
typifies our play. Back in the days before
Jim , we played on a boundaryless field. If
it was caught it was played , no sidelines
and limitless end -zones. As a rule the disc
was a 119G. The games had purity and
freedom . No rules to trip over and we had
fun on a level wh ich some might call
sinful. Enough cosmic ramblings.
Jim told us of leagues back east. "They
use big discs." When we finally saw the
disc (a 165), we laughed. Jim told us, "I've
seen the champs and you could beat
them." A little more disci pl ine and skill is
all you need." Jim appeared to know a lot
about discs, disc games, and famous disc
people; we could only chuckle. Still he did
not try to change our game. We continued

to play, no boundaries, small disc. One
day Jim was gone. No trace . Nothing, just
gone.
About three months later we were
contacted by Doug Newland . This
character had a titlellnternational Frisbee
Association Northwest Representative.
We were impressed . He talked of
tournaments and leagues and in
particular the Western National Ultimate
Championships at Stanford University .
Doug also told us of Jim Allen , who, it turns
out, was Jim Palmeri. Jim Palm eri also
had a titl e and "was one of the most
knowledgeable people on the subject of
frisbee ." Curly-haired Jim , no way, but
Doug assured us of this. That very day I
received a letter from Jim explaining a Jot
of things. That explanation is a story in
itself.
Anyway we made it to the Westerns that
year. It was an incredible trip filled with
high energy, lots of fun , and many
lessons. The lessons were of a humbling
sort, lessons we learned well. Humility is
critical.
We lost many close ones that day, our
final record 1-4-1. We easily could have
been 5-1 , but we did get a bit of tourny
wisdom .
We then entered into a dream state of
mind. The state was brought on by an
incredibl e multi-tal ented disc wizard
called The Dreamer. He showed us some
high-class Ultimate play and wowed us
more than once with a phenomenal array
of throws. It was a month before I

discovered his name was John Weyand ,
but too soon afterwards Southern Cal
beckoned and The Dreamer floated
south.
A year, a few dreams, and many games
older we were in Santa Barbara, Ca., for
the '79 Westerns. In Santa Barbara we
found the reasons why we play this game
- and they had religious overtones , not in
the conventional sense, but in a Jove for
the game and people with whom we had
surrounded ourselves.Quiet energy came
into being there . Eye contact , smiles and a
true love for all involved abounded.
Our attitude was "the Dark Star will not
be denied." We caught La Mirada, an
established Los Angeles club team , by
surprise, only to trip and fall to them in
overtime. Once again , huge mouthfuls of
humble pie. Why is it some things that are
so good for you taste so awful?
Swallowing it whole, we forged on to a
victory over A Toda Madre, a good club
from New Mexico. This set up our
showdown with the Big Bad Clingons from
San Jose. The tourny's number three
seed . They took us too lightly and we had
to withstand a strong come-back with a
finai defensive Junge in the endzone to
seal the victory. Our best game of the
tourny. No longer a token team from
Oregon - the Dark Star had arrived. The
first energy circle* was born right then and
there, and the energy flow was hot in that
circle. In spite of our victory, we watched
the Semis as the Clingons had scored
more total goals than we during the day's
play. The Condors eventually emerged
undefeated.
This last fall we hit the trail and emerged
with a solid 10-4 record , losing only to
Berk eley,the Condors, and Clingons. Th e
clu es come fast and furiou s, but never
form an entire picture. The finish ed
product is yet to be seen and possibly it
never will. Our time is now and all we can
do is follow the path which we have never
seen. Our destiny cannot be denied . The
Dark Star has awakened.
*Ed. Note: The energy circle is a very
enjoyable part of any tournament in which
Dark Star plays. Everyone - teams and
spectators - join hands and feel the
positive exchange of energy. A deafening
shout of "ULTIMATE ... " with a rush to
the center often concludes the c eremony
which I've seen inc lude over 100 people
at tim es.
Mr. Maloney 's modes ty is to be
commended, for Dark Star's losses to
Berkeley and Santa Barbara were very
close indeed. Against Berkeley, it was a
tie game, and a long bomb as tim e ran out
won it. Don 't be surprised to see Dark Star
in the We stern Finals in 1980 - their
growth as a team is tremendous.
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REGIONAL REPORT:

Central

The Regions

BRUCE JOHNSON
720 S. Main
Ann Arbor, Ml 48704
(3 13) 663 -3616.

The primary function of this newsletter is to help maintain communication. For us to do our job right, we
need some assistance from you . It is your responsibility to keep us informed of any chanes in your team's
whereabouts. If your team has changed address, or the team spokesperson has changed address,
please contact your regional coordinator and let him know of the change.

S

REGIONAL REPORT:

Western
TOM KENNEDY
P.O. Box 4844
Santa Barbara. CA 931 03
(805) 964-0458

Sectional Coordinators
Pacific Northwest: Jan Glick, 2009 12th
Ave. East, Seattle, WA 98102 . Bus.

(206) 251-2264, Res. (206) 322-3862.
Rocky Mountain: Tracy Jordan, 5222
East Windsor #6, Phoenix , Ariz. 85006.
Res . (602) 952-1077, Bus. (602) 9673310
Northern Ca lifiornia: Grant Evans, 1881
16th Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95060. Res .
(408) 479-7968.
Southern California: Rich Lee, 171 01
South Pacific, Sunset Beach, CA 90742.
Res. (714) 840-2525, Bus. (714) 8488494.

Congratulations:
To the Stanford University Ultimate
team for winning the second half of the
Northern California Ultimate Frisbee
League. (N.C. U.F.L.). They beat a vastly
improved Santa Cruz Kaos Ultimate
squad 17-14 to win the title. Stanford will
now play the San Jose Clingons (1st half
winner) to determine the 78-79 N.C.U.F.L
Champion. Next issue: An in-depth look
into the N.C.U.F.L. and its 3 year history.

W

elcome, women! The first organIZed Northwest Women 's Ultimate game was played at Eugene,
Oregon on March 2 as part of the annual
Mud Bowl. A strong and disc-skilled Dark
Star women's team defeated the
Humb oldt Buds women in a low scoring
affair. Watch out , California girls, because
these ladies run .
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tandby for one of my infamous sketTourney results ,
chy letters hosted by the Socorro Pandas , April 1920, Socorro, NM .
Seven teams com peted on a glorious
100° Saturday and Sunday. Sunday's
competition completed finds three teams
in a tie - each with five -wins-versus one- loss record, eac h team having
beaten or lost to the other by one point .
Still a tie. Decision: Flip a disc, odd-team
gets a by into the final game. Results :
Solar Ultimatum (Tempe, Az.) played La
Peda (Si lver City, NM) in the semi-final. La
Peda won 3-2, advancing to the final
against A Tode Madre (Albuquerque,
NM ) Final results: A T.ode Madre 9, La
Peda 7.
Jim Reed from A Tode Madre named
tourney's most valuable player by his
fellow players. Congratsl
Tourney hosted by Boulder Frisbee
Club, May 10-11 , Boulder, Co.

Six Colorado teams competed in a rainplauged tourney. Due to a torrential
downpour, competition had to be halted
on Sunday, leaving the four top teams
(Boulder Frisbee Club, Chicago Seven,
Happy Hookas and Avatars) undecided
as to who or how a winner cou ld be
resolved. Decis ion: Commence partying ,
in the tru e sense of Ultimate sportsmanship. Everyone went home a winner!
Tracv Jordan.
In late October or early November, the
1980 Western National Ultimate Championships will be held. So far, we have not
determined the site for this eve nt. If you or
your club would like to host this event
please contact TK , P.O. Box 4844 , Sant~
Barbara, CA 931 03.

The Second Mud Bowl
Second Annual Mud Bowl, sponsored by Dark Star Ultimate, Eugene, Oregon.
At the University of Oregon, March 1 & 2.
Humboldt Buds 15 vs. 11 Olympic Windjammers
Lighter Shade of Dark 15 vs. 9 Portland /Sale m
Dark Star 15 vs. 3 Corvallis Cloud
Humboldt Bud s 15 vs. 3 Corvallis Cloud
Dark Star 15 vs. 3 Portland Fun Hogs
Lighter Shade of Dark 15 vs. 10 Portland Fun Hogs
Dark Star 15 vs. 11 Olympic Windjamm ers
Humboldt Buds 15 vs. 8 Ligh er Shade of Dark
Portland / Salem 15 vs. 6 Corvallis Cloud
Olympic Windjammers 15 vs. 12 Lighter Shade of Dark
Humboldt Buds vs. 8 Portland Fun Hogs
Dark Star 15 vs. 8 Portland /Salem
Humboldt Buds vs. Olympic Windjammers
Final Round :
Dark Star (4-0) 21 vs. 18 Humboldt Bud s (5-0) (In thi s game, the divided Eugene faction ,
Dark Star and Lighter Shade of Dark, combined to defeat a strong Humboldt Squad.)

Any teams who will be active this
summer, please contact Bruce Johnson
and your sectional coordinator or the
Central Regional Office of the UPA
Newsletter. We would like to be able to
furnish information on active teams to
anyone interested in setting up matches.
Please notify Bruce Johnson of any
address changes and contact persons for
next fall. We will need an updated list for
next fall.
Anyone interested in hosting the Fall
Regionals and/ or Sectionals, contact
Bruce Johnson ASAP .

REGIONAL REPORT :

Mid-Atlantic
ANDR EA CUMM IS
5231 5th Ave., #3
Pittsburgh , PA 15232
(412) 683-9811

Anyone knowing a fal l address for any
team should send it to me now as to
spread out the work load. Also anyone
interested in having a summer or fall
tournament should send me the
particulars. Lastly, send in all scores so
that we can publish them along with any
descriptions as to what went on .
Fall schedule
Sectionals Nov . 1-2
Regio nal s Nov. 8-9
Nationals Nov 28-30
Anyone interested in hosting section ais
or regionals should contact me and list
the number of fields and housing
available and approximate the money you
would need per team .
The above dates were chosen to give
the maximum amount of time for college
teams to develop. It will also require
organization of sectionals and regionals
early in the season . Thank You .
Eric Knudsen

REGIONAL REPORT:

Northeast
JEFF " YOG I" DURRA
829 W. Boston Post Road
Mamaroneck, NY 10543
(914) 698-9384

T

hi s spring , the North east divided it's
region into four sections. The
borders of each section was based on a

comb1na11on or popu1a11on ana geography. Each section hosted it's own
sectional tournament with the two top
teams qualifying for the Easterns. The two
coastal sections, Eastern Mass, New
Hampshire, Rhode Island , and Maine
along with Metropolitan New York City,
and Southern Conn ., had the biggest
turnouts .
The sectional tournament was hosted
by Boston Aerodiscand played in Boston.
Aerodisc won , with Srown coming out of
the losers bracket in double elimination to
take second place. Also in contention for
that spot was Dartmouth, Harvard, Tufts ,
Boston University, Bates and Brandeis.
Just south , in the Metro-NYC-So. Conn .
section, the NY Heifers triumphed with
their sub-urban neighbors the Dukes of
Disc (Greenwich, CT) coming in second .
The Dukes had tough victories against
Brox Science High School and Central
Conn. College, who upset Columbia. The
NY Heifers had to defeat the Die MAsters
and Webb Inst. to get into the finals, where
the Dukes forfeited first plaoe.
Up in the New York State Section ,
Cornell rolled through the oppositon with
RPI coming in second and Hamilton third .
In Amherst , Mass., a section which
includes western Mass., Ver'mont, and
Northern Conn., Hampshire college won
and Middleb ury came in second. U. Mass.
took third place and got a change to go
the Easterns whe·n Hampshire decided to
stay home.
All teams that know what their fall
addresses are going to be should inform
me so that we can get things going as
soon as possible in the fall .

REGIONAL REPORT:

Southern
ROSS SNYDER
3510 Blair Circle. Apt. E
Atlanta, GA 30319
(404) 458 -1875

Classifieds
A limited number (250) of newUPAdiscsareavailable.
The new run is on unpigmented SOc Wham -0 165s.
Cost is $10 per and includes shipping. Write UPA, P.O.
Box 4844, Santa Barbara , CA 93103.
CLASSIFIED AD RATES: $5 fclr up to 50 words.
Deadline for submitted copy is the tenth day of the
month .prior to publication. Please include payment
with submitted ad copy.

Ultimate
Trivia
Recently Discos Volante (Yellow Springs,
Ohio) changed their name to Yellow
Springs. Where did the name Discos
Volantes originate? From what was it
borrowed? Be specific. We are not
looking for a translation . Yellow Springs
team members, followers or re lations not
allowed in this competition .
Winner receives a special UPA disc.

Regional Editors
Below are listed the Regional Editors. If
you wish to make a contribution to the
next newsletter, you must submit copy to
them in typewritten form , no later than July
10, 1980.

Mid-A tlantic
Eric Knudsen
5221 No. 11th Road
Arlington , VA 22205
(703) 243-8128
Central
David Hendler
3642 Edwards Rd., #1
Cincinnati , OH 45208
(513) 321 -5456
Southern
Tom MacNiven
P.O. Box 3293/SMU
Dallas, TX 75275
(214) 821 -9244
Western
Jan Glick
2009 12th Ave. East
Seattle, WA 98122
(206) 322-3862
Northeast
Jeff "Yogi" Durra
829 W. Boston Post Road
Mamaron eck, NY 10543
(914) 698-9384
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Professionalism
(continued from page 4)
strategy that adds to the tension and excitemen of a close game.
Man has always fought the clock, and in Ultimaie we have the
opportunity to battle two foes: the opposing team and time.
Obviously with Kentucky's limited exprience in "points"
games, I may have missed many other advantages to this form of
play, so we welcome any response to this article in defense of the
point system or any other support for the stop time game. If we, as
one article suggested, have to become "lepers" to keep our time
l<eepers, then so be it.
- Steve Albert
Kentucky Ultimate Flying Circus

Points
(continued from page 4)
4. The "timeless" system was in strumental in the smooth
progression of 16 preliminary games played on Saturday. Games
were played according to a schedule whereby the teams that had
played least recently played next, and no team had to play a
game without at least 30 minutes rest after a previous match.
5. Both players and spectators had an easier time following the
game. Think about it: in a timed game, how many people actually
know how much time remains at any given moment? (Provided
no large time clock exists).
6. Halftime in the prelim contests (there wre none) was indeed
unnecessary if teams used their alloted 3 timeouts wisely.
7. In "timeless" games, the possibiity of any sort of stalling or
foot-dragging as the game nears its end is eliminated. lt is always
team vs. team, not team vs. clock.
In conclusion, I would like to add that as tournament director, I
was very pleased with the "timeless" systems first test. It is my
hope that other clubs will experiment with it this summer, in time
to discover its benefits before regional play this fall. Please try it
and respond.
- Tom MacNiven
Southern Regional Editor
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Poetry:

Letters

Bored in
The Bowels
By Spencer

One day while I was being
bored in the bowels of
centerfield,
Two kids came trucking
thru my turf, for me they
did not yield.
With feet-a-churning, effort
burning, heads tilted
toward the sky,
They ran me down
unknowingly.
(I thought they must be
high!)
And from the ground I
looked to see the
reason for their haste,
Twas a gosh-darned flying
frisbee die, the object
of their haste.
So I threw away my
baseball mit, (decided
I'd had enough of it),
Took up the sport of
Ultimate (to this day I
don't regret it).

ships play second fiddle to the Octad,
(which created numerous transportation
problems as well as being a real slap in
the face to Ultimate) no one seemed to
know what was going on. A crucial last
game in the preliminaries (Orlando vs.
Glasboro) had to be rescheduled
because the two teams just left?
Compared to most state and regional
tournaments (which one would certainly
consider less important than the national
tournament), it was a very weak effort.
Getting pre-tournament information was
like pulling teeth, and it was the first major
Ultimate tournament I have ever attended
that had neither discs nor shirts for sale.
As evidence of the second problem, I
cite the much more physical nature of
tournament games as compared to nontournament games. Every year a new
"Statement of the Spirit of Ultimate"
seems to come out, to no more effect than
the previous ones. The final game at
nationals last year was delayed by an
argument that came within a hair of
turning into a bench-clearing, hockeystyle, free for all.
Admittedly, where there is competition,
there is disagreement; especially in a
fast-moving game. High-stakes games
may induce players to argue more than
they usually would, and a team that wins
by benefit of furious arguing is going to be
more inclined to do so in the future. This is
a problem we must face; I think we all
know talented players who have quit the
game because of it.
Speaking to the organizational issue, it
seems to me we need to call for more
dedication and communication on all
levels. Tournaments need to be started on
time, schedules need to be sent out
further in advance, and no-shows need to
be disqualified. Individual team captains
need to be more active and arrange
games father in advance. We need to
facilitate spectator involvement and
media coverage as much as possible.
This is a young sport, and we need to push
it if we want our expansion to continue.
We won't be taken seriously as a sport
until we become more professionally
organized.
In addressing the sportsmanship
problem, the first thing that comes to mind
is passive observers. Why not? Ask Guts
players about it; they've completed their
first season with widespread use of
observers. I think most of them will agree
that observers speed up the game and
keep the angry feelings to a minimum. Of
course we don't want to burden ourselves
with self-appointed controllers of the
game, but we do need to eliminate the

mindless Yes you did - No I didn 't
bickering that can delay a game
interminably and give the most
unscrupulous team the advantage, rather
than the most skilled team.
We have the first real radical innovation
in sports to come about in a long time, and
we've used it to invent the best field sport
ever. Let's keep it flying high and far.
Sincerely,
Michael K. Daniels
Kalamazoo College
Ultimate Frisbee
Dear Michael:
In years past, Ultimate has been
compromised. The National Ultimate
Championships in 1977 played second
fiddle to the World . Frisbee Championships. In 1978, the championship game
was separate, but again in conjunction
with WFC. Last year , without any real
Ultimate organization to take responsibility for the National Championships, five
regions came together to play in the first
real National Ultimate Championships.
The tournament at State College did
provide good fields, a good tourney
environment (except for the weather), and
organization enough to have the
tournament take place successfully.
Rather than focus on negative aspects,
let us put our attention on the amazing
growth of Ultimate. This year, the UPA will
be working with players to provide the
best yet.
- Ed.

Dear Editor:
I understand that there are people who
aren't too concerned about the small
things. Well, to me it seems that life's big
things are made up of small things.
Language is a "big thing. Everyone uses a
lot of it a lot. Small things about Greg
Sharpe's grammar in his last article, "The
Role of Referrees," in Ultimate were
distracting.
Officials do not effect the game. They
affect it. To say effect instead of affect is
not to say sense. Effect is a verb
sometimes, but not this time. Thus, the
reader must stop and reconstruct the
word's context and mentally correct the
error. I admit, it is a small thing.
I'll tell you "whomever is acting as an
observer." Him is - that's whom. When
she does something, she does it to her.
So, who must do it to whom? The rule is no
big deal. Confusing the two words is no
big deal, I guess. But the ·meaning is
blurred. "Whomever'' has the sound of
raised eyebrows. When it is used in the

FRISBITS
Future Games, hosted by Dark Star at
Eugene, Oregon on June 21 & 22. This
tourney features a $1 000 purse for
Ultimate, plus cash prizes for freestyle
and distance. For further information,
contact Tim Moloney, 1290 Oak St.,
Eugene, OR 97 401 . Bus. (503) 343-5722,
Res. (503) 484-9161 .
Back issues of the UPA newsletter are
available for $1.00 each.Write UPA, P.O.
Box 4844, Santa Barbara, CA 931 03.
Ultimate Tournament of Champions
(part of the Flying Disc World
Championships) at Santa Cruz, California,
August 7-10. Features: $500 to first place
Ultimate team, $250 for second, $1 00 for
third, $50 for fourth and $25 for the other
teams. The entrance fee of $25 per player
for teams of at least 10 players includes a
dinner, 2 discs, a trading night,
tournament entrance fee, and other
prizes. National Caliber teams interested
in competing should contact Grant Evans,
sectional coordinator, for Northern
California. Note that this event is just prior
to the Rose Bowl.
Southern California round robin
tournaments: July through September.
Eight team format; Results will help
detemrine Southern California represen tation in Western Nationals. Contact Rich
Lee, sectional coordinator, address
above.
The formation of The United States
Frisbee Golf Association has taken place.
If you would like information on, or are
interested in, becoming a member in this
independant golf organization contact
Doug Newland, (P.O. Box 5312, Seattle
WA98105).
Please contact your sectional
coordinator for UPA discs: 80 mold, 165 G
- $5 for UPA members, $6 for nonmembers.

wrong place, some people are not
convinced that the writer knows what he's
saying.
I can understand having the word "lay"
on one's mind. Having "responsibility lay
with teams" is just too kinky to me. Better
let it lie.
To me, these rules of grammar and
usage just aren't all that tough. If they
were (was), no one could use them.
Perhaps I take this too seriously. But I
think sloppy language develops slopping
thinking.
Thanks,
Bill Nye
JUNE 1960
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